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Editor’s note

B

y the time
you read the
Winter edition
of the Klaserie
Chronicle, you will be well
and truly versed on the
impacts of the Covid-19
pandemic. In March this
crisis still felt far away
and sometimes even
imaginary. However, for
the past few months, we
have been faced with
the daunting reality of
the pandemic and the
impact it will forever have on our lives and livelihoods.
As our lives have been impacted, one thing has become
more and more evident: It is essential that we support
our communities and act with empathy, kindness and
compassion.
"We live in a world in which we need to share
responsibility. It's easy to say: 'It's not my child, not my
community, not my world, not my problem.' Then there
are those who see the need and respond. I consider those
people my heroes." This quote by Fred Rogers specifically
resonated with me in these uncertain times. Many days I
felt helpless and confused by my own social isolation and
the circumstances that the Covid-19 pandemic presented.
However, I knew that we needed to look for opportunities
to activate change, act with kindness, and sow seeds of
hope.
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It is important that in times of emergency, we treat
our fellow citizens with kindness, compassion and
understanding. It is important for us to limit suffering,
protect the vulnerable and recover from the aftermath of
the crisis.
At Eco Children we have been incredibly privileged to be
able to spread some good news and limit suffering in the
communities in our area. With the help of our supporters
and various other organisations, we provided food relief
to many worthy yet vulnerable families in these difficult
times. It was wonderful to see how many kind, generous
souls responded when we asked for help, enabling us to
help over a thousand families in the area.
I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to all the
wonderful, caring people who made these gifts of
kindness possible. I feel humbled to be in the position to
create opportunities for people to express their kindness
and for our communities to feel cared for.
I would like to leave you with this final thought from
Fred Rogers: “The deep and simple is far more essential
than the shallow and complex. Even the simplest acts of
kindness, compassion and empathy are felt so deeply in
times of uncertainty. No act is too simple, no moment too
small, to bring comfort and healing. Now is a chance for all
of us to act heroically.”
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Sub-editor:
Catharina Robbertze

Catharina hales from Cape
Town and has an Honours
degree in Journalism. She is our
dog-loving, adventure-seeking,
no-nonsense wordsmith. Her
positive, can-do attitude gets
things done quickly.

Copywriter and research:
Chloë Cooper

Chloë is the newest member
to our team and has a degree in
Organisational Psychology. She
is a copywriter extraordinaire,
nature dweller, travel lover and
all-around beautiful soul.

Design & layout:
Cecilia Theron-Du Preez

Cecilia is originally from Pretoria
and has a degree in Visual
Communication. This talented
designer has a keen eye for all
things beautiful and sees the
details no-one else does to
produce a beautiful publication.
She is in pursuit of perfection.

Thank You
Eco Children would like to thank
all our sponsors, donors and
supporters for your continued
backing. Your contributions,
however big or small are
invaluable in our mission to sow
seeds of change.
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The Last Word

Kitara
Words Amy Knight-Dawson | Photos Claire Gunn - The Last Word Kitara

T
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he Last Word Intimate Hotels™
is a homegrown, proudly South
African hospitality brand. Best
known for its beyond boutique
retreats in the Western Cape, it has
recently expanded to include The Last
Word Kitara in the Klaserie Private
Nature Reserve.

as delivered by their lovely team is
understated elegance epitomised. The
main lodge's vantage of the Klaserie
River reveals its ever-changing nature.
From a dry riverbed promenade for
wildlife passing by, rising to its zenith
as a steady stream, the lifeblood of the
reserve.

This summer past saw lodge proprietors
Fred, Manuela and Diego Crabbia
fledge a formidable tourism partnership
with owner-operators of The Last
Word, Peter Fleck and daughter, Nicky
Coenen (née Fleck). Together, they
relaunched The Last Word Kitara joined
by a single purpose – to fill sanctuaries
with kindness and lovely people,
underpinned by responsible tourism.

Slip into a “slow safari” best enjoyed
from the sun-drenched deck, drink in
hand. Dining by starlight in the boma is a
winner, as is the tradition of breakfasting
out in the bush or raising a riverside
toast to the sunset.

Peter says: “We are immensely proud to
have partnered with Fred and Manuela
and their family. Their private piece of
heaven fits perfectly with The Last Word
brand. It enables the portfolio to create
memorable experiences for clients by
combining the best of what Cape Town
offers with a Greater Kruger Safari –
bush, beach and wine.”

The team
General management couple, Lee-Anne
and Donovan Detert, who have been
at Kitara for 15 years, are supported
by head ranger and camp manager,
Stefan Steenkamp. Ranger, Craig Reid,
and front-of-house manager, Karolina
Noree, provide vital assistance to Stefan
and help manage the rangers, trackers
and general staff. The team is a dynamic,
diverse set united by their characterful
embodiment of The Last Word values
and a shared passion for hospitality.

Location, location, location
The property's beautiful location in
the exclusive northwest section of
the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
offers sweeping views of the Klaserie
River below. The Last Word Kitara's
six spacious individual suites, homespun cuisine and warm hospitality

“We have been extremely fortunate
to have taken over the entire staff
complement of Kitara – staff who have
been with the Crabbia family for many
years and who have a rich knowledge
and understanding of the camp and the
reserve,” says Nicky.

Winter 2020
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© Em Gatland

Town's oldest wine region. The Last Word Franschhoek
The experienced safari guides and trackers at The Last
shines in the vibrant gourmet capital of South Africa,
Word Kitara traverse roughly 6,000 hectares, favouring
Franschhoek, in the picturesque Cape Winelands.
Kitara's pristine and very private bush wedged between the
All are within striking distance of Cape Town's iconic
ephemeral Olifants and Klaserie Rivers. Game drives and
attractions.
thrilling walking safaris reveal the enchanting goings-on in
the bush belonging not only to the megafauna, but also
View exciting itinerary options on The Last Word’s
the impressive feats of the smaller yet no-less-notable
website or tailor-make
characters of the bushveld.
your trip; each property
Indeed, the holistic ecosystem
complements the next,
and the experience within
“ Indeed, the holistic ecosystem
delivering a well-rounded
reflects The Last Word's ethos
experience you'll not soon
– everything's connected.
and the experience within
forget.
reflects The Last Word's ethos –
The Last Word
everything's connected. ”
For more information visit
The Last Word brand is known
thelastword.co.za.
for its relationship-driven
approach to business. Key to
their longstanding success
is their collaborative approach and integrity. They enjoy
excellent standing in the tourism community.
Three of The Last Word’s four boutique sanctuaries are
situated in the Western Cape, and with good reason. The
Last Word Long Beach in Kommetjie is located directly on
the beach. The Last Word Constantia, in the heart of Cape
K I T A R A
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of the Wild
Words Phoenix Collective

Emily Whiting

U

nder the spotlight of Women’s Month, Klaserie
Drift is celebrating the women of the wild,
starting with their own dynamic feminine forces,
Emily Whiting and Monika Malewski. These two
field guides joined the team in 2018 and 2019 respectively,
and the result has been soul-stirring game drives, led with
the intuition and sensitivity of the feminine spirit.
The unlikely duo hail from vastly different backgrounds
but now share the road as qualified guides in the maledominated industry. Bringing natural charm and a more
empathetic approach to guest interactions with wildlife,
these young women transport their passengers to a
deeper consciousness of nature, ushering in authentic
wonder and respect for wild animals and their habitats.
Without further ado, let’s meet the girls taking the guiding
world by storm.
Emily Whiting
Emily was born and raised in the United Kingdom. An
animal lover since childhood, she would watch wildlife

Monika Malewski

documentaries and dream of coming to Africa. Holding
fast to her vision, Emily became a qualified teacher and
saved the funds that she would need to complete a yearlong field guide course and a ticket to South Africa.
Just over two years ago, Emily joined Klaserie Drift. Apart
from her role as safari guide, Emily continues to feed her
passion for conservation by supporting the Associated
Private Nature Reserves Ground Hornbill Project and
assisting lion and leopard research initiatives on the
reserve. Emily also adds value to the international market
as a fluent Spanish speaker.
Speaking about the challenges she’s faced as a female
guide, Emily admits that it’s been difficult to earn the
acceptance and respect of the industry, not only as a
woman but as a foreigner. However challenging, she
describes how rewarding her job is and says that the
highlight is bringing her guests face-to-face with wild
animals that they have always dreamed of seeing.

Winter 2020
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Monika Malewski
No stranger to the bush, Monika grew
up in Windhoek, a town surrounded
by the arid Namibian wilderness. After
graduating high school, Monika headed
to Cape Town to study film, where she
met a young wildlife videographer. This
serendipitous meeting set her on a
different journey, and she abandoned her
film studies to sign up for an Eco-Training
qualification.

Scenic Flight
With a Difference

Come and join us on an unforgettable
wildlife experience!

About the Experience
Our commercial pilot is a qualiﬁed
FGASA guide who will treat you
to a captivating airborne tour over
pristine wilderness areas. The
helicopter will lift you over the
landscape and swoop over the
Panorama Route along the Blyde
River Canyon.

© Nick Smith

The Blyde River Canyon is one of the
largest canyons on earth, and may
be the largest green canyon due to
its lush subtropical vegetation. It is
known as one of the great wonders
of nature on the African continent!

Monika accumulated seven years of field
expertise and a genuine passion for
facilitating the guest experience before
finally arriving at Klaserie Drift’s door in
2019. Speaking German fluently has also
made her a valuable asset to the lodge.

Contact us!
For a tailor made quotation, or
to check availability contact us.
We can collect you from a
location of your choice!
www.hopeforwildlife.africa

Naturally, trials and tribulations have
formed part of her journey, and to that
Monika admits that she’s faced resistance
to the idea of women in the guiding
industry. She has had to work harder than
her male colleagues to validate her worth.
“You have to prove that you’re strong
enough – mentally and physically – to
keep up with the men. That’s if you want
to be accepted and acknowledged,” she
admits.
Despite these challenges, Monika
describes her life in the bush is everything
she could hope for. She claims to be more
alive than ever, quoting Isak Dinesen: “You
know you’re truly alive when you’re living
among lions.”
High praise from managers
Klaserie Drift’s General Manager, Dawie
Jansen says that he never had any
concerns about bringing women field
guides onto the team. He emphasised that
Monika and Emily are as capable, if not
more so, than many male counterparts,
and their gentler countenance softens the
guiding team as a whole.
012 Winter 2020
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“I get to see all of our wildlife through the
eyes of my guests, as if for the first time,
over and over again,” she says. “There
is something immensely special about
seeing guests shed tears of joy at their
first encounter with a herd of elephants or
a long-awaited leopard sighting.”
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© Reto Ackerman

He acknowledges that female guides possess a keen sensitivity to the
environment, and in most cases are more attentive to their guests. This is
a winning combination for any game drive, where the guide is dancing to
the desires of her passengers and the unpredictability of Mother Nature.
Head guide, Nick Smith, says he’s found it a pleasure to place his trust
in his female colleagues. “I’ve found that female guides make some of
the best guides out there. They tend to be more level-headed, thinking
situations through more carefully and taking fewer risks than many male
guides,” he concluded.

Women’s Month turns a focus to women around the world
who are not just participating in but leading their fields.
The wilderness is certainly a place where, historically, men
were empowered and women were fearful, but the more we
look around, the more we see how confident, capable, and
courageous women of the wild are becoming. Identifying
women in conservation, whether it be female field guides,
animal researchers, wildlife photographers, or presidents of
environmental organisations contributes to the celebration of
women succeeding in a male-dominated field. In the Kruger Park
and in reserves throughout South Africa, room is being made for
women to rise, and we couldn’t be prouder to be a part of that.

+27 83 615 7605

jana@hopeforwildlife.africa.

Gomo Gomo Game Lodge is a private and intimate camp
situated in the prestigious Klaserie Private Nature Reserve,
oﬀering you excellent game viewing.
The Klaserie now forms part of the Greater Kruger National
Park with a common unfenced boundary.
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Insigghts into the

Now retired in the Lowveld, Dr Whyte continues to share
his impassioned expertise and inimitable insight into
conservation issues. This year, he released his book
entitled Living the Wild Life: Thoughts and stories from a
researcher’s life in the Kruger National Park. Former Park
Warden, Dr Salomon Joubert, attests that the book is
“a generous addition to the wealth of natural science
publications emanating from South Africa’s iconic national
park.”

ELEPHANT
DILEMMA

Dr Whyte considers the most important part of his career
to be his holistic view of the management of elephants
in closed natural environments, and as a Doctor of
Philosophy specialising in these great mammals, his
opinion on the subject comes with high regard.

Words Chloë Cooper

© Emma Gatland

M

ost Lowvelders know
of Dr Ian Whyte as
Kruger National Park’s
(KNP) large herbivore
specialist, ecologist, ornithologist,
author, pilot, and respected animal
scientist who held various positions
within SANParks during his career
– 37 years of which were spent
in wildlife research in the KNP.
Of all the titles bestowed upon
him, Dr Whyte is perhaps most
highly regarded for his work with
elephants, which has taken him
from Kenya’s Amboseli and Tsavo
National Parks, down to the KNP,
right on our doorstep where he
decided to stay and carry out his
life’s work for almost four decades.
Here, he took over from Dr
014 Winter 2020

“ The book is a generous addition to the wealth
of natural science publications emanating
from South Africa’s iconic national park.”
Anthony Hall-Martin as the park’s
elephant expert, and became the
inspiration behind the naming of
Masthulele, a prominent big tusker
of the region.
An accomplished scientist, Dr
Whyte holds a Certificate of Field
Ecology from the University of
Rhodesia and a master’s degree
on the predator-prey relationship
between lions and wildebeest
from the University of Natal.
He completed his PhD at the
University of Pretoria in 2001
and has lectured as an authority
on elephant management to
hundreds of audiences, including
honorary rangers and members of
parliament.
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Over the coming issues of the Klaserie Chronicle, we
are honoured to be able to share with our readers
snippets from the chapter Dr Whyte calls: “The Elephant
Management Dilemma”. Reaching an audience of
passionate nature lovers, and featuring articles
contributed by respected conservationists, our publication
holds space for informative, thought provoking
observations on biodiversity management. Dr Whyte’s
book is not a book about science, but a compilation
of stories from a researcher's adventurous life during
an earlier time when research was 'hands on', which
resulted in many of the amazing close-up and personal
interactions with animals like lions, elephants, rhinos,
buffaloes and snakes. In the final chapter, it discusses
the relevant and pressing issue of managing elephant
populations in closed natural spaces, for the greater good
of biodiversity as a whole.

CONSERVATION

As part of his introduction to this chapter of his book, Dr
Whyte writes: “But why would you want to limit elephant
numbers? Why manage elephants at all? Why not just
let them be? In the southern African range states, the
threats to biodiversity through the impacts of burgeoning
elephant populations is of ever-increasing concern.
Many conservationists in this part of Africa view this as
a greater crisis than the threat of elephant poaching,
while in the northern range states, due to the dramatic
declines in their elephant populations through illegal
killing, the debate about elephant ‘over-abundance’ and
its consequences for biodiversity has almost ‘dropped off
the radar’.
In many African countries today, elephant populations
are confined to national parks and reserves. This is also
true of most other wildlife species, both plant and animal.
In South Africa, nature reserves and national parks are
conservation ‘islands’ whose boundaries are hard-edged
up against the activities of people. In these conservation
islands, it is usually the wildlife manager’s job to try to
protect all species as part of biodiversity maintenance
programmes, as these species are not adequately
protected outside, but there are some reserves that
have been proclaimed specifically for the protection of
particularly endangered species and biodiversity may be
of lesser importance.”
In our next issue, we look forward to sharing Dr Whyte’s
insights published in Living the Wild Life, as a way of
including the conversations around various ways of
managing the elephant population of the Kruger National
Park.

© Mike Kendrick

© Emma Gatland

“ In coming issues of the Klaserie
Chronicle, Dr Whyte will share his
insights into the topical issue he calls
Winter 2020 015
' The Elephant Dilemma'. ”
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Helicopter
Patrol
OVER KLASERIE
Words Corlia Steyn | Photos Willem Pretorius

“Jana would then execute tactical low flying techniques over
the area of interest, and our responsibility is to observe for
anything out of the ordinary that does not belong in the
natural environment.”

A

s most people living and working in the Klaserie
Private Nature Reserve (KPNR) would know
by now, there is a good-looking helicopter
standing at the newly built hangar at HQ.
Equally as beautiful is the pilot, Jana Meyer, whose stature
is reminiscent of the phrase “dynamite comes in small
packages”!
In January this year, my husband James and I were invited
by Willem Pretorius, head of security at KPNR, to join him
and Jana on an hour-long patrol flight over the reserve.
Being in the reserve for quite some time now, and James
being a volunteer ranger, it was an exciting opportunity
not to be missed.

016 Winter 2020

On arrival, we were given a pre-flight briefing as to how
the operation will be conducted for the next hour.
We soon realised it was business as usual, as Willem
explained that the main aim of the flight was to fly over
a specific high-risk area of the reserve that he identified
beforehand from observations and information received
from rangers on patrol. Jana would then execute tactical
low flying techniques over the area of interest, and
our responsibility is to observe for anything out of the
ordinary that does not belong in the natural environment.
All rhino spotted during the patrol flight are also checked
properly to make sure they are in good health and not
injured in any way.

Pilot, Jana Meyer.

Willem & James pre-flight.

Winter 2020
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WORLD-CLASS
NATURE GUIDE TRAINING

Training the future guardians of nature
James & Corlia Steyn pre-flight.
As the machine started and the blades turned, I got
extremely excited! Just like that, we were in the air and on
our way. The skill and ease with which Jana handles the
helicopter is something to be admired. At the start of the
flight I was trying to get my eyes adapted to spot animals
from the air – I mostly see animals at ground level, and
they seem much smaller out of the helicopter. After a
couple of minutes, I excitedly pointed out a giraffe in the
distance. I am not sure if I really did see it first or if my
three fellow passengers just let me think I did!
I was mesmerised by the beauty of this reserve we call
our home. Green as far as the eye can see, massive trees,
the animals roaming free, the beautiful Klaserie River. We
saw a journey of giraffe, a herd of elephants bathing in
the river, a couple of warthogs wallowing in the mud. We
spotted a few people on the ground and Willem quickly
confirmed that it was staff from a nearby camp. We
counted certain species as we saw them from the air.
I was glad that in some way I could contribute, even just
the slightest, in this patrol on the day.
Flying at low level, you can really see how fast you are
going, and it made me realise the quick reaction time
you get from a helicopter. Imagine you can cover ground
approximately four times faster than in a vehicle. One
soon realises the fortunate position we are in – having the
helicopter right here in the reserve on standby.
It is not always possible for us to understand the amazing
work that the Klaserie management does to keep our
reserve safe because security information is confidential
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for obvious reasons. I personally think the continuous
effort of management together with Willem and his team
of field rangers, is quite incredible. The presence of a
helicopter is a bonus and can make a huge difference.
Pro-active flights contribute a lot to the overall security of
the reserve, especially in the constant fight against rhino
poaching.
Back on the ground, I asked Willem and Jana how we
could contribute, and they explained that hours in the air
are what they need for these patrol flights. Due to the cost
implication, the pro-active counter-poaching helicopter
missions are solely supported by sponsorships. At this
time, the flight hours are funded/donated by only one
landowner in the reserve. My wish is that more people
would contribute towards their efforts. The more hours
for our “eye in the sky” the better it is for the Klaserie!

Can you identify this Bird?
Common Buzzard
(Buteo buteo)

Become an expert in the wilderness,
learn about our natural world and
spend your time in some of the most
remote areas left in southern Africa.
Choose from a variety of accredited safari guide courses,
nature programmes, educational bush experiences, as well
as world-class onsite training for guides and future guides.

Thanks to the incredible team effort from Jana and the
Klaserie management for a day to remember!

Pilot, Jana Meyer flying over Klaserie.

Tel: +27 (0)13 752 2532 | Email: enquiries@ecotraining.co.za | Visit: www.ecotraining.co.za

EcoTraining is a proud supporter of Hlokomela. Hlokomela is an award winning HIV
and AIDS educational and treatment programme targeting workers, including foreign
migrants, in the agriculture, nature conservation and tourism sectors in The Greater
Kruger to Canyons area located in Limpopo and Mpumalanga.

www.hlokomela.org.za/
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WHITE-TAILED
MONGOOSE

MAMMAL ID

“ The hair along the back and
on the rump and tail is long
and coarse and can be erected
to make this mammal look
strikingly larger.”

Not your typical
mongoose
Words Peter Lawson | Photo Heinrich Human

K

laserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR) is blessed
with a number of resident mongoose species but
the white-tailed mongoose Ichneumia albicauda
is the largest by far. They are generally more than
a metre in length and have fairly long legs. The hair along
the back and on the rump and tail is long and coarse and
can be erected to make this mammal look strikingly larger.
I once received a phone call at night from a neighbour to
say that there was a hyena in her Nelspruit garden.
I rushed over to her house and she pointed it out through
her kitchen window. What we were looking at was a whitetailed mongoose with erected hair. She was relieved when
I told her what it was and that it was harmless. She felt
honoured when I said it was a rarity in a suburban garden.
They are solitary animals, strictly nocturnal and certainly
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do not appear to be at all common. Thus, you can count
yourself lucky if you can add it to your KPNR mammal list.
The best place to find them is along drainage lines and
the banks of rivers and streams. During daylight they take
to sheltering in hollows such as aardvark burrows, holes
in large termite mounds or in rocky areas where they can
remain out of sight. They modify existing holes to suit
themselves. They are terrestrial animals and do not climb
trees. Generally, they are silent but do growl or grunt on
occasions.
Out of protected areas such as the KPNR they are sadly
trapped and exterminated by stock farmers for taking
lambs, although this has never been proved. In spite of
their large size they are mainly insectivorous but will also

feed on other invertebrates and small vertebrates such
as rodents. It has never been confirmed that they will
kill something as large as a cane rat or dassie. They do
sometimes feed on carrion though.
Should you locate their spoor you will note that it is in
a zig-zag path. This is due to their foraging method to
detect food by smell with their nose close to the ground.
They also grub for insects in leaf litter and dung and often
dig in search of dung beetles, earthworms and other
invertebrates. They are particularly fond of harvester
termites and ants.

legs. The hairy tail is the most striking feature. The first
fifth of the tail is similar in colour to the body but the rest
is white and bushy – hence the distinctive name. They are
reasonably uncommon and due to their nocturnal habits
are not often seen.
Breeding litters of up to four are born between
September and January and offspring remain with
their mother for up to nine months before becoming
independent and solitary.

Should you be lucky enough to see this special mammal
you will note that the main colour is grey, with long black
Winter 2020
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Wildlife photography:
Published wildlife photographer, Samuel Cox, is the lead
photographic guide and project manager for the photography
programme at African Impact. He teaches volunteers the value
of meaningful wildlife photography in addition to coaching
participants through the technological capabilities of their
cameras. Through a series of articles he is writing for our
publication, Sam is sharing some of his top photography tips
with Klaserie Chronicle readers. Get ready to take notes and
improve your wildlife photography game!

Words and photos Samuel Cox

A love for
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H

ow much money do we, as photographers, spend on
our equipment? Think about it. The camera(s), lenses,
tripods, batteries, memory cards, filters, adaptors,
software, maybe a new laptop etc. Then add on how
much we spend to photograph wildlife – a trip to Africa? How
much is that going to cost an international? However much that
adds up to, there will come a time when all that money and all that
equipment you carry around with you become less important than
one single thing: Your catalogue. Once you have a sizeable portfolio
of images, these are the most valuable things that you have and
should be treated with the utmost sensitivity and professionalism.
At the end of a good sighting, I would rather lose my camera
than the memory card that contains the images. I’d rather lose
my entire bag of equipment than my hard drive of work. It
represents everything I’ve worked towards for a decade
and I ask myself all the time: “What would I do if I lost
it all? How can I stop that from happening?”
The answer is in backing up your photographs
and being strict.

WILDLIFE
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Good habits
One of the habits I’ve gotten
into, which I highly recommend, is
whenever you get back from a safari,
photo shoot or excursion, to immediately take
out your memory card and backup the contents onto your
computer. Whilst you do this, put your battery on charge, and
give your camera a quick clean to rid it of potential dust. Once
the images are on your computer, back them up again onto
a hard drive and, if you have the access, to a cloud storage
system. Once you know your images are well and truly
backed up (multiple times) then format your card, put it
back into your camera and you’re ready to go for the next
bit of photographic action.
It’s also important to remember that you should
never be overly reliant on memory cards. They
all fail eventually, and you don’t want to be in
a position where your card fails and you
can’t photograph anything. Having multiple
memory cards at the ready is an absolute
must, and the moment you can export those images onto
a computer or hard drive, make sure to do it. Ultimately,
everything we’ve invested in, both time, effort and money, has
led us to gathering these photographs – they are the pinnacle
of our passion and work, so why on earth would we neglect to
put the extra effort and dedication in to protect them?
Winter 2020
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Putting your subject first
Another thing we can do is to
constantly remind ourselves what
the subject or story is that we’re
representing and portray that in
the most honest way possible.
It’s easy to get carried away with
Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop,
and the results we can get are
near endless. We can turn lions
purple and composite things in and
out of an image for added effect,
but is it necessary? There are too
many examples of people overmanipulating their images at the
detriment of not just their subject,
but also the craft – to the point
now where people are beginning
to become suspect of great
photography.

Spreading awareness
People love to learn new things and social media offers
huge platforms for content, predominantly image-based,
that can promote, educate and spread awareness. We’re
in a generation of scrollers, where a thumb or mouse
swiping up and down on a phone or computer screen at
a near consistent rate means the content has to be truly
special and standout in order to get someone to stop, let
alone then click and read. A good photograph can easily
do this, and then you’re in the privileged position to be
able to inform your viewer of something – whether it’s
just one person or thousands. At this moment, you have
control of how people interpret your photograph.
For example, let’s take a photograph of a snake. It would
be easy to talk about how close one got to one of the
most dangerous snakes in Africa, boasting about the
bravery of the photographer and showing off. But why not
make it about the snake? How about we post a caption
such as: “The boomslang is the most venomous snake in
Africa and, despite how close I was, it showed no signs of
stress or aggression. This was because the snake has
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no interest in me (I’m too big to be food) and I showed it
respect and maintained a safe distance. Snakes are not to
be feared, but respected. Educating yourself and others is
key to co-existence.”
Now you’re not only talking about your experience, but
also giving information on the animal and spreading a
message. The caption and message are more weighted
towards the subject and suddenly your image is doing
something more than your average image on Instagram or
Facebook. We have to realise that most of us are not going to produce a world-changing photograph that changes
perceptions, saves the environment and ends poverty –
that mountain is too big for one person to take down, but
with simple captions like the above, we can all collaboratively chip away and help spread our knowledge to others
in the hope that we inspire a new level of love, knowledge
and respect onto others.

The term “that looks photoshopped”
points to suspected fakery as much
as it does digital wizardry. We have
to remember that, despite its roots
as an artform, photography has
had a longstanding connection to
authenticity. For over a century
we’ve been shown photographs to
prove something is real, and the
media still relies on photographs
and video footage to showcase
news to the world – but what would
happen if no one believed the
content? What if you had a once-ina-lifetime sighting and got a perfect
photograph, only for no one to
believe its authenticity and label it as
fake? At that point, photography has
lost something, and the ripple effect
will be catastrophic for the artform.
We’re already seeing it to a degree
with fashion photography and its
depiction of what beauty and health
is, to the point where most people
assume Photoshop has been
used to slim waists and remove
wrinkles and blemishes. As such, it’s
imperative we’re honest with our
intentions, not only to maintain the
link photography has to authenticity,
but also to be free with our own
creativity to create digital and
photographic art.

A love for wildlife, not photography
Wildlife photography can very easily
start as a hobby or interest and end
up as a way of life. What I’ve learnt
over the last few years of living in
Africa is far beyond what I could
have expected when I started out.
What it’s made me realise is that
everything I love and find interesting
and fascinating about what I do, is
all because of what is in front of my
camera. It is not the camera itself.
Yes, I’m a photographer and I enjoy
the technical aspects of it, learning
new techniques and seeing how
technology evolves over time – but
I’ve also been in positions where
photography drove me crazy. I
spent time in the United Kingdom
photographing events and weddings, primarily for the money, and
it’s something I would never return
to. I didn’t enjoy it and it got to the
point where I was reluctant to even
pick up the camera because I was
associating it with the stress and
misery of those types of shoots.

To have the revelation that I don’t
love photography was liberating.
It’s impossible to love everything
that photography is related to, my
passion is in capturing moments
of nature and wildlife. I’ve seen a
lot of people who put the camera
down and rarely go back to it – it’s
because you have to love what you
shoot.

“ My primary
passion is not
photography, it’s
African wildlife.”

My primary passion and love is not
photography, it’s African wildlife. The
camera enables me to share my experiences with others, showcase the
beauty, complexities and sometimes
the horrors of what happens on a
daily basis out in the bush. To be
able to showcase these moments,
share stories, spread awareness
and spread that passion – these
are the reasons why I’m a wildlife
photographer.
Winter 2020
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THE LIZARD
BUZZARD
Probably not a buzzard at all
Words Peter Lawson

T

his little raptor is much smaller than
other buzzards and resembles a
Gabar Goshawk, which also occurs in
the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
(KPNR). The Lizard Buzzard Kaupifalco
monogrammicus occur throughout the year
and are reasonably common, although not
often seen as they are fond of remaining
perched in broadleaved woodland. They are
solitary and can easily be distinguished from
their goshawk cousins by being more robust
in build.
When seen from the front, the best diagnostic
feature is a white throat with a black stripe
down the centre. Juvenile birds are a lighter
grey, but they also have a stripe down the
throat, although not as dark. The scientific
name, monogrammicus, translates to ‘with a
single mark’ or ‘monogram’ in reference to the
throat stripe. Another feature when seen from
behind is a broad white bar across the centre
of the tail.

of sharper, lower pitched
notes that accelerate and
then fade away, a sound like
“wot-wot-wit-wit-wiet-wiet...”.
They mainly call while perched
and when breeding, but on
occasions while soaring over
their woodland habitat. It is
distinctive and lovely to hear.
Breeding starts in August to
September, when a pair build
a small saucer-shaped nest of
twigs, high up in the branches
of a large, leafy tree. The nest
cup is often lined with lichen.
(Most other raptors line their
nests with green leaves.) They
are most vocal and talk to each

other while at work. Once the
female lays two eggs, the male
pays little attention to her while
she is hatching them. Both birds
are silent at this stage, but Dad
does announce the hatching
with loud calling. The young are
brooded by Mom, but the male
does assist with the feeding, like
a good dad should.
When they are nesting is a good
time to locate Lizard Buzzards
and it is a nice bird to add to
your KPNR bird list. So, listen
for the distinctive call when you
are next out and about in the
reserve.

“ When seen from the
front, the best diagnostic
feature is a white throat
with a black stripe
down the centre.”

© Derek Solomon

They hunt from their perch and eat mainly
lizards and small snakes, but also frogs, birds
and insects on occasions. They do not chase
and catch prey while in flight as most raptors
do. They simply watch the ground from a
perch until food arrives and then attack it
from above.
Lizard Buzzards have a far-carrying call,
a melodious whistle which starts with a
drawn-out “peeeeoo” followed by a series
© Heinrich Human
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different family groups of birds, each of which
has its own set of defining characteristics.
Being able to narrow down your choices to
just a handful of species makes it far easier to
decipher who your subject is.
What to focus your attention on

A beginner’s guide to

BACKYARD
BIRDING
F

Words and photos Elly Gearing

or some, cooking, reading or art have become new hobbies during
this extended period of lockdown. For others, those extra hours
spent in the garden or on the balcony may have led you to notice
some of the feathered friends who frequent your home. The great
thing about birdwatching is that it's an activity for everyone, irrespective of
your age or experience. So, the team at Klaserie Sands River Lodge have
come up with a beginner’s guide to help you identify some of the local
birdlife in your own backyard.
Getting started
What you'll need: A bird guidebook or app to help you identify the birds
(our guides prefer to use Roberts Bird Guide for Southern Africa), some
patience and a sense of humour. If you're not in South Africa, have a look
for a guide that's relevant to your country or area.
Helpful to have: A pair of binoculars and a notebook for documenting
some key characteristics of the birds you see.
Who can do it? Anyone! You don't need to be an ornithologist or own a
pair of Swarovski binoculars to take an interest in birdwatching. All you
have to do is find a comfy spot to sit quietly or take a slow stroll through
the garden and look around you. You can even bird-watch from the kitchen
window as you do the washing up!
I've seen a bird; how do I work out what it is?
As with any hobby, identifying birds becomes easier with both practice
and experience, so go easy on yourself to begin with. No one can expect
to be an expert when they first start. Start by taking a few moments to
page through your bird guide. This will help you become familiar with the
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When you see a bird for the first time, the key
features to take note of are its size, colour,
feather patterns, and beak shape. These are
the characteristics that are going to help you
place your subject into a family group. For
example, bee-eaters and rollers are brightly
coloured, sparrows and finches are very small
in size and eagles have a sharp beak and
talons. Luckily, most bird books have a handy
index at the front to allow you to navigate to
the most helpful pages.
Start by asking yourself these simple
questions

1

Where did I see the bird?

Was it in a tree or on the ground? Was it in the
water or on land? The particular habitat you
found the bird in is going to give you a big clue
as to who it might be. For example, shorebirds
like gulls and petrels tend to congregate
around coastal areas, whereas kingfishers
prefer more riverine habitats. Don't forget
to check the distribution map in your bird
guide. This gives you a clear picture of the
geographical range in which you will find your
subject and is often the determining factor
when it comes to separating two or more
species that look very similar.

2

Red-headed Weaver

What colour was the bird?

Colourful birds are generally the easiest to
identify, with unique patterns and blocks of
colour making it simple to distinguish between
related species. Sometimes, you will notice a
difference in colour between the sexes and
also throughout the seasons. It is usually the
male that is adorned with striking plumage
whereas females are often drab and dull.
These breathtaking displays of colour are a
way for males to attract females to mate, and
therefore might only occur when the birds are
breeding at a particular time of year.

Tawny-flanked Prinia
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Southern Masked Weaver

Crested Barbet

3

What was the bird doing?

Finally, a bird's behaviour is the last, vital
piece to our puzzle. In much the same
way that birds have a unique appearance,
they also have unique ways of moving,
flying, sitting and behaving. Take the
woodpecker, for example: there are
only a handful of species you might see
tapping away at the bark of a tree, so we
can immediately narrow down our search.
So, what is your bird doing? Is it perched
on a branch? Is it soaring in the sky? Is it
displaying to a mate? Is it in a flock or by
itself? Is it flicking its wings or bobbing
its tail? All of these subtle nuances
in behaviour might just be the key to
successfully identifying your subject.
What's in a name?
Bird common names continue to change
as more genetic and DNA testing is
carried out. This research is important,
however, because it tells us how closely
related species are and allows researchers
to re-categorise birds more accurately
based on their similarities and differences.
Sometimes, it can be difficult to keep up!
It helps to have the most recent edition
of your bird guide which often lists the
variety of names each bird is known by,
including a couple in different languages.
030 Winter 2020

Pearl-spotted Owlet
Many birds get their names based on some description or defining trait
of their appearance, the male Red-headed Weaver for example, whose
striking scarlet plumage is unmistakable.

Top tip:
Don't get worked up over the LBBs!
The LBBs (Little Brown Birds), also known as LBJs (Little Brown Jobs), are
notoriously difficult to identify and include birds like larks, warblers, chats
and pipits. Don't worry! You are not the only one struggling to distinguish
the difference between the two near-identical species of lark that live in
your area.
Even some of the best ornithologists will admit to second-guessing
themselves when it comes to accurately identifying these guys.
Birdwatching is supposed to be a relaxing activity, not a stressful one.
When you're starting out, we recommend focusing your efforts on some
of the more identifiable species and save the more challenging ones for
later.
As author Grant Hutchison said: “There is an unreasonable joy to be had
from the observation of small birds going about their bright, oblivious
business."
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Leopard caught on camera trap predating on chick in nest.

Words Kyle Middleton

T

he Southern Ground-hornbills of Klaserie and the
Associated Private Nature Reserves (APNR) have
gone through yet another successful breeding
season. This one was definitely one to remember!
The beginning of the season was extremely slow, and at
the time, the Ground-hornbill Project team were starting
to worry whether any of the 20-odd monitored groups
were going to breed.

Ground-hornbills in the greater Kruger region generally
start their breeding season around mid-September and
the average laying date arrives in early November. This
past season, we got to late November without recording
a single attempt at breeding, so tensions were high,
especially since last year’s season was well below average.
© Jacques de Villiers
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Then, in a turn of events, good rains fell in December and
it appears as though that was just the encouragement the
birds needed to start breeding. In the space of just two
weeks, 12 groups lay, kick-starting the season.
Ground-hornbills lay two eggs at a time. These are
incubated by the sole female of the group and hatch
about 40 days later. Of the 12 groups that attempted
to breed in the APNR, we only lost one clutch. Usually, it
is impossible to tell what has led to a clutch failure, but
we were fortunate enough to have the insight provided
by our nest camera traps to go on. After analysing the
camera trap footage, we saw that the female had spent
a large proportion of her time out of the nest and away
from the eggs, leaving them vulnerable to predation.

RESEARCH

76-day old chick measurements.
By the time the remaining 11 groups’ eggs had hatched,
things were looking up and the tiny pink chicks seemed
all in good health. That being said, nature can be cruel,
and our camera traps revealed two occasions in which
two chicks in separate nests were predated on by two
different leopards. Both chicks were around 20 days
old. They really didn’t stand a chance against such a
formidable predator and, while it is unfortunate, catching
these events on camera helps to provide much needed
data on why nests might fail.
We had always assumed that leopards could and did raid
nests, but this is the first time it has actually been caught
on camera. After the leopard incidents, we lost one more
chick from inside its nest, but we didn’t catch the culprit
on camera.

This left just eight out of the original 12 chicks inside
the nests of the APNR. We’re happy to report that all of
these chicks made it to the end of the nestling period
and as far as we know, all eight have fledged and are now
roaming the reserves with their families. From these eight
nests, we have managed to gather vital data and learn a
great deal from camera trap footage and from weighing
and measuring the chicks, all of which goes towards our
research and helping to better conserve the species.
If you are interested in following the progress of
the surviving chicks, or in seeing the incredible
leopard incidents on camera, check out the APNR
Ground-hornbill Project on Facebook and Instagram
(@apnr_ground_hornbill_project) where we are
featuring videos of the leopards, as well as pictures
and descriptions of all the chicks that successfully
fledged.
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t seems that some traditional
medical treatments are making a
comeback and are forging their
place alongside new technologies.
Honey was used as a treatment for
wounds by the ancient Egyptians
and has been found in tombs dating
from 3000 BC. And now, here in
Hoedspruit, local wildlife vet, Joel
Alves, is pioneering the use of honey
to treat wildlife injuries.
Joel works closely with Elephants
Alive, which since 2015 has been
developing its ground-breaking Bees,
Trees, Elephants and People project.
To reduce human-elephant conflict,
Elephants Alive has trialled hanging
beehives in iconic marula trees to
reduce elephant impact. Elephants
are scared of bees, and so avoid the
trees. As a side product, Elephants
Alive is now producing “elephantfriendly” honey and beeswax
products, such as wax food covers
and lip-balm.

RESEARCH
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Words Harriet Nimmo

Knowing of honey’s healing
properties, Joel has started using
Elephants Alive’s honey to treat
wildlife wounds. He explains: “Honey
is well known to have anti-bacterial
properties, and its high viscosity
helps provide a protective barrier to
prevent infection. Using this locally
harvested, organic honey is fantastic,
as its constituents work best against
the local bacterial infections we find
here. We are increasingly concerned
about bacterial resistance to
antibiotics, and so using nature’s own
remedy is an obvious solution.”

a kudu calf with severe lacerations,
a warthog with a snare around its
snout and a duiker with a deep
puncture in its hind leg.

Joel first trialled using the honey
when Elephants Alive called him to
treat a bull elephant with a horrific
snare injury. Once the snare was
removed, the deep wound was
packed with the honey. Since then,
Joel has used it on a number of other
wildlife injuries dotted within the
reserves and around Hoedspruit.
These have included a zebra with
a snare, a lion with deep wounds,

Elephants Alive’s delicious, organic
“elephant-friendly” honey sells out
as fast as they can produce it. As a
result, there are exciting plans to
expand the Bees, Trees, Elephants
and People programme. Dr Michelle
Henley, Elephants Alive’s director
and co-founder, explains: “We are
developing bee-keeping and honeyproduction micro-enterprises with
local community members who work

“As these are wild animals, free to
roam, it is very difficult to follow up
on their recovery process. However,
I’m delighted to say that the warthog,
the lion and the duiker have all been
seen since, and they all seem to be
making a remarkable recovery,” said
Joel. “Thanks to Elephants Alive, I
now always keep a jar of honey in my
medical kit,” he added.

© Emma Gatland
in the protected areas. This will
help develop alternative livelihoods,
improve economic conditions and
increase food security in these
impoverished areas. This is of
course, even more critical with
the impact of the Coronavirus
pandemic on wildlife tourism.
I believe that fostering positive
relationships with communities
close to protected areas is key to
calling for tolerance relating to
potential human-elephant conflict
and the protection of natural
resources. Once people get to
understand the value of living
with elephants, human-elephant
coexistence becomes the order of
the day.”

© Harriet Nimmo

© Robin Cook

A quadruple win for bees, trees,
elephants and people!

© Chloë Cooper

© Terry Schulze
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Resurrection
mountain
Words and photos Dianne Tipping-Woods

The northernmost peaks of the Drakensberg aren’t just spectacular to look at,
they’re the source of the Lowveld’s water. Read more about this fascinating
ecosystem and the work being done to protect and restore it.
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T

he pretty pink flowers float in
the mist, each with two curious
yellow dots poking out at the
end of the stamens. It has
rained, and the plants are submerged in
water, growing out from the shallowest
layer of soil on top of the rocky summit.
This is the resurrection plant of
Mariepskop, one of the highest peaks in
the northern Drakensberg.
In dry periods, Craterostigma wilmsii
shrivels to nothing. The leaves dry out
and its existence is a secret once more.
After the rains, the perennial herb
absorbs water quickly and the entire
plant miraculously recovers within 24
hours. The patches of peat wetland
are one of Mariepskop summit’s waterrelated miracles.
These recently described peatlands
function as water towers to keep the
flora of Mariepskop and the Lowveld at
its feet hydrated throughout the year,
through a network of waterways that are
only just being mapped.
Wetland guru Anton Linström described
the peat seepage areas on top of
Mariepskop and the peat swamps
in the rain forest further down the
mountain in internal reports two
decades ago. However, in 2019 he
managed to confirm these peatlands
in the upper Klaserie and Sand River
catchments officially, in collaboration
with the Association for Water and
Rural Development (AWARD), Kruger to
Canyons Biosphere Region (K2C BR), and
Dr Lulu Pretorius (University of KwaZuluNatal and the Centre of Wetland
Research and Training).
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It’s here that rain water starts a slow journey downwards, moisturising the
soggy peat and then dripping down through rocky cracks into the spectacular
afromontane mistbelt forest below. “We suspect that the swamps in the forests
further down the mountain are drainage areas of these seeps. Everything is
interconnected,” he says.
While most people in the Lowveld understand that the escarpment is the
source of their water, few realise it hosts a critical network of wetland systems.
Very little research or mapping of these systems has been conducted and as a
result they are poorly understood.
The escarpment areas are water catchments where the intact grasslands and
forests “catch” rainfall and mist in wetlands that is slowly discharged into the
many rivers that the Lowveld economies downstream rely on. Iconic rivers such
as the Blyde, Sabie, Sand and Klaserie originate in these mountains.
Classified as a National Strategic Water Source Area, it gets 1,000 to 2,000 mm
rainfall per year. Water from the catchment feeds into the Blyde Dam which
supports a multi-million-rand agricultural sector around Hoedspruit. The Kruger
National Park and Associated Private Nature Reserves also rely on the water
from the mountain to recharge their rivers. The household water supplied to
towns such as Hoedspruit, Phalaborwa and Bushbuckridge all originate in the
escarpment.

This work is part of a coordinated effort to safeguard
and restore the ecological health not just of the
highest point of the Blyde River Canyon, but the whole
Blyde River Canyon Nature Reserve, the Mariepskop
Forest Reserve and the Mariepskop State Forest.
It has been undertaken by the Blyde Restoration
Working Group, a collaborative project with partners
that include the Department of Agriculture Forestry
and Fisheries (DAFF), Mpumalanga Tourism and
Parks Agency (MTPA), South African Department of
Environmental Affairs (DEA), South African National
Parks (SANParks), South African Environmental
Observation Network (SAEON) and the Blyde
Communal Property Associations (CPAs).
Peat can hold up to ten times more water than other
wetland soils, making it an important resource in a
water-scarce country such as South Africa. “Think
of this area as water towers,” says Linström, as he
zooms in on the vegetation to record the species
composition with help from the accompanying
botanists. They are being marshalled along by Dr
Mervyn Lötter, Control Scientist: Biodiversity Planning
at the Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency.
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“Simply put, without the water from the escarpment, the lives of all people
in the Lowveld would be very different and peatlands, as it turns out, play a
crucial part of these water provisioning services,” says Jan Graf, from AWARD.
This Hoedspruit-based NPO has recently completed seven years of work in
the Olifants River Catchment as part of the USAID-supported project, Resilim
O. Its broad aim has been to address degradation in the Limpopo River Basin
in southern Africa, where people face water shortages, increased floods, and
declines in crop productivity as climate change further stresses an already
water limited region.
“The huge restoration effort being undertaken by the Blyde Restoration
Working Group to protect the peat wetlands, but also the rest of this unique,
interconnected ecosystem, is unprecedented in South Africa,” says Graf.
Worryingly, some of the peat wetlands assessed showed signs of drying out
during the 2019 research, despite it being the midst of the wet season. While
too little is known about these systems to know the exact cause, it is likely due
to a combination of years of drought coupled with the effects of forestry in the
upper catchments.
This is why the Blyde Restoration Group’s major focus in recent years has been
clearing the alien invasive plants that are the legacy of years of commercial
forestry on Mariepskop’s lower slopes, guided by the reserve’s management
plan and restoration plan.
Read more about this in our next issue.
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To
water
or not to water?
Words by Riaan Kruger

© Emily Whiting

“Grazing intensity lessens with increasing distance
from the water point. This is a common occurrence in
managed wildlife areas.”

T

he term piosphere can
be defined as “the zone
of influence of grazing
on vegetation and soil”.
Piospheres develop in wildlife areas
due to trampling and the heavy use
of veld around water points. Grazing
intensity lessens with increasing
distance from the water point. This is
a common occurrence in managed
wildlife areas.
To understand this topic, it is
important to examine the water
requirements of wildlife. Wild animals
are broadly classified into water
dependent and water independent
groups. Water independent animals
include species such as gemsbok,
eland, and steenbok – species
that can manage without water
for extended periods of time. The
water dependent group can be
further subdivided into two groups,
influenced by the distances they can
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range from permanent surface water.
These sub-sections are non-mobile
and mobile water dependent species.
Non-mobile water dependent species
are impala, bushbuck and warthog.
Their numbers decline beyond five
to six kilometres from water. Mobile
water dependent species, on the
other hand, are able to move further
distances from water sources, but are
still water dependent. These species
– such as zebra, wildebeest, white
rhino, roan and sable – can occur in
high densities for distances up to 10
kilometres or more from water.
Consider these two scenarios,
depicting the impact on game when
there are numerous artificial water
points versus when there are fewer,
“natural” water points in an area:
Scenario 1:
A “natural” multi-species system in

a savannah region, where a single
permanent water point supplies an
area of at least 15 kilometres.
In this case, as you get further
away from a water point, the
density of mobile water dependent
species (roan and sable) increase,
whereas the density of non-mobile
water dependent species (impala)
decreases. Other factors contributing
to vegetation structure are changes
in grazing pressure, and frequency or
intensity of fire. In this scenario with
naturally spaced water points, habitat
diversity will increase, meaning that
a greater variety of species will be
provided for.
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water dependent species, like impala.
Where areas of high use overlap (thickets
and an herbaceous layer dominated by
annual grasses), there will be a negative
impact on species requiring medium to
long grass habitat for food, shelter and for
hiding calves/lambs from predators (sable or
roan). High use areas will result in a reduced
fuel load (i.e. less grass) for the effective
reduction of woody species by fire.
Where the objective is to have species
and habitat diversity, the provision of
a few widely spaced water points must
be considered. In a system where
numerous artificial water points are
provided, numbers of non-mobile water
dependent species should be controlled
to minimise the impact on habitat
and competition with mobile water
dependent and water independent
species. Species distribution and water
distribution will change as seasons and
requirements of game change. These
factors need to be kept in mind when it
comes to the planning and placement of
water points. Placement and planning of
waterholes should be aligned with the
objectives of the area, and management
decisions too should be aligned with
those objectives.

Scenario 2:
A system where numerous artificial
water points were introduced.
The result of there being numerous
artificial water points in a system will
be the overlapping of areas of high
use, which will favour the non-mobile
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A LEOPARD
CANNOT CHANGE ITS

SPOTS
Words and photos Natasha Kotze

T

he advantages of living in a Big Five game
reserve just do not get any better than
this. Being the lodge managers of Nzumba
Lodge Klaserie Camps, my husband Frikkie
and I often have the opportunity to see something
spectacular. We just hope we can capture the special
moments on camera! I have been in the tourism
industry for six years and do not always have the
opportunity to spend as much time outside as I would
like to, so this moment was truly lucky.
Due to the fact that leopards are territorial, we have
been seeing this particular leopard since he was a cub.
His mother was often spotted by our guides and once
she caught a grey duiker in front of Nzumba Lodge.
After making her kill, she disappeared into the night
and the next evening we found her with her two cubs.
We have yet to see the female cub again, but the male
has been seen a number of times and has become
habituated to the presence of people and vehicles. He
is now between one and a half and two years old.
Our house is situated close to a regularly active
drainage line with a small man-made pan. One evening
at dusk, I heard some Blacksmith Lapwings alarm
calling. My first instinct is always to have a look and see
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what I might find. This time, we got to see this young
leopard drinking some water at the pan. I quickly
grabbed my camera and we jumped into the car to
drive a bit closer and get some pictures. Thanks to his
relaxed nature, I managed to get some astonishing
pictures, and once he had finished showing of, he
started making his way towards our house!
Our house does not have any electrical fencing, so it
is possible for any animal to get close to it. We have
a little bird bath at our living room sliding door and
we were able to watch as the leopard approached
the bird bath and have another sip of water. He then
slowly made his way up our stairs and started sniffing
on the door. I had just finished making homemade
pizza before all this happened and he was probably in
the mood for a slice!
Once he finished exploring the front of our house,
he made his way towards the back. Now he was
interested in our bedroom window. He walked closer
to the windowsill and then jumped up. I was just
thinking: “Wow, this is an amazing experience!” I was
shocked, and it was incredibly special to see the
leopard this close to our house.
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We posted this magnificent experience
on social media and, to our surprise, it
went viral. There were two reactions:
excitement and fear. The fearful was
mainly due to wondering whether the
animal would break in and become
aggressive. We, ourselves, were curious
about his behaviour too, so we contacted
a well-known wildlife educator and
motivational speaker, Alan McSmith,
who offered his valuable thoughts on
the matter: “If the cub is a male at about
two years old, he will be highly inquisitive
by nature, and of course as he would
have been accustomed to vehicles and
the presence and scent of people in his
life, his curiosity may be magnified. Also,
importantly, we should not generalise
leopard or any wild animal behaviour
and put it into a box. Each leopard is
hardwired differently and there are
different personalities; they may be
nervous, flighty, timid, afraid, aloof, bold
confident or aggressive. But they are all
curious by nature.

“We posted this
magnificent experience
on social media and, to
our surprise, it went
viral.”
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EXCLUSIVE BUSH PROPERTIES FOR SALE

It is also highly likely that he has done it before – he could have spent
time as a cub hunting bats and following their scent in the roof – or
perhaps bush baby or genet scent. It does not take much to get a
curious leopard’s attention under the right circumstances. It is important,
no vital, that unusual or previously unnoticed behaviour is not translated
into danger or a threat,” concluded McSmith.
I would say that this is not something to fear. Yes, he was sniffing our
sliding door and bedroom window, but we moved into their home. We
cannot expect the wildlife to completely ignore any human structures
and know that they are not allowed to explore. All fauna and flora need
to be respected and we cannot change nature. Just the same way, a
leopard cannot change its spots!

R4,300,000
LEOPARD ROCK NATURE RESERVE
It is the perfect weekend getaway or ideal if you work in Phalaborwa
or Hoedspruit. Perfect position to enter The Kruger Park. Nestled in
the peaceful and prestigious Leopard Rock, this beautiful 4
bedroom home has been meticulously designed to offer the best for
outdoor bush living.

VAALWATER
R11,500,000
Olievenfontein Private Game Reserve is a stunning self-catering resort,
lying 1500 metres above sea level in the breath-taking, malaria-free
Waterberg Mountains. The 333ha reserve is set in the heart of the
Waterberg Biosphere, protected by UNESCO, and offers unprecedented
and spectacular views over the Waterberg District.

Rose White +27 (0)83 305 4798
WEB ID: CHOD-0152

Rose White +27 (0)83 305 4798
WEB ID: CHOD-0083

www.chaseveritt.co.za | hoedspruit@everitt.co.za | 015 793 1686 | Hoedspruit
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Words and photos Emily Whiting

A

s I pass the momentous milestone of
working in my dream job at Klaserie Drift
for two blissful years, I often reflect on
some of my favourite moments. There
have been so many breathtaking sightings that it
is almost hard to decide. A few of them have even
made it into previous issues of the Klaserie Chronicle,
such as watching our River Pride of lions attempt
to kill an enormous male giraffe, or a multitude of
crazy encounters with my two favourite predators
– leopards and wild dogs. I have to admit, I am very
partial to all things furry and toothy.
A love for elephants
However, there is a very special place in my heart
for the sentient giants of the savannah. Highly
intelligent, emotional and caring, the enormous
stature of the African elephant belies its true
nature. I could sit all day and watch a baby elephant
splash messily in the water and chase after birds
in some false sense of bravado. To listen to the
deep rumble of the herd checking in with one
another makes my heart sing with joy. Over the
last two years I have had some incredible elephant
encounters. But one, in particular, stands out
amongst them: It was the day I met Intwandamela.
Driving recently in the far reaches of our traverse,
I received a call on the radio that a “Big Tusker”
had been sighted. Historically, a big tusker
referred to any elephant with each tusk larger than
100lb (45kg). Nowadays, with almost all of these
remarkable animals lost to history, it is a term used
more loosely to define a mature bull elephant with
a considerably larger than average set of tusks.
Keen to see such a rare sighting, I responded and
soon found myself alone in the presence of one
of the most magnificent animals I had ever seen.
Busily throwing fountains of mud over his expansive
back, he paid no attention as I edged closer.
Deciding that this impressive moment needed no
voiceover, I simply sat back and let my guests and
I take it all in.
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He who greets
you with fire
in his eyes
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The legend is born
First collared in 2004 by Elephants Alive, Intwandamela
gained his legendary name at their very first meeting.
Tracking him on foot, conservationist Michelle and tracker
Eckson had thought he wasn’t aware of their presence
behind him. However, a sudden change in wind direction
caused him to charge out of nowhere. Two small frames
stood up against the imposing raised head of this fiery
giant with brilliant amber eyes. Eckson shouted: “Hey!
Hey!” and a dust cloud blew over him as the elephant
halted to a stop. There they stood, locked in a seemingly
unending stand-off, until finally the bull gave a hearty
shake of his colossal head and moved away. From then
on, he was named Intwandamela – he who greets you
with fire in his eyes.
My own experience, however, was proving far different.
I was soon to discover this is one of the most relaxed
and easy-going elephants I had ever had the pleasure to
meet. Eventually done with his wallow, he slowly began
to cut across the block. Not wanting to spend the entire
time at his rear, I looped ahead and, judging his intended
path, positioned myself nicely just off the track so we
could watch him approach and pass us by. Closer and
closer he came, casually scooping huge trunkfuls of grass
into his mouth as he moved. From 30m to 20m to 10m,
he never once looked up or acknowledged the fact there
was a Land Cruiser mere metres away from him. More
concerning, he had curved slightly in his path and was
now heading directly for us!
A close call
Now just 5 metres away from my vehicle, I was worried
that he was perhaps concentrating so hard on his
delicious grassy meal that he had forgotten we were
there. Not wanting to startle him, I began talking to him
gently. No reaction. I raised my voice a little – still with
the same non-threatening tone, but loud enough that I
knew he could hear me. I even began rattling the keys
and tapping the door just to be sure. Nothing. All of
my collective experience told me this elephant would
acknowledge us and simply move around and on his
way. But Intwandamela is no ordinary elephant and I can
confidently say I have never been so blatantly ignored
in all my life! Could this elephant be so stubborn and
nonchalant that he would continue walking straight at
me until I moved? Now just two metres from my vehicle,
my guests were as still as statues, barely breathing as
they contemplated the immensity of this six-ton animal
within touching distance. His huge tusks stretched out
menacingly towards us, completely incongruous with his
super calm demeanour. A sense of unease grew in my
stomach.
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Not knowing this particular animal at the time, I was
becoming distinctly uncomfortable with his continued
approach – I am not one of those guides who believes
in letting an elephant touch and sniff your vehicle. After
all, one false move from a guest could change the entire
situation. However, he seemed so placid that I didn’t have
the heart to tell him off and wasn’t sure it would have
done much good anyway! In the end, I decided my only
option was to back off. As slowly as I could, I reversed
a good 10 metres to clear his path. The engine turning
over gave him a slight start and he flapped his ears in
annoyance, but, seconds later, he went back to his meal
without a care in the world. My guests and I heaved a
huge sigh of relief and, watching him gradually amble into
the bush once more, we whooped with delight at such an
incredible encounter!
I have had the good fortune to greet Intwandamela
several times since our first meeting some months ago
and now understand what a gentle soul he is. Normally
resident in the Umbabat and Timbavati, with his range
even extending as far as Manyeleti and the Kruger
National Park, this wonderful creature is currently
enjoying the riches of the mopane veld in the heart of the
Klaserie Private Nature Reserve – and I couldn’t be more
pleased to have him!
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A newfound respect for the

GENTLE GIANTS
Words Craig Reid | Photos Stefan Steenkamp - The Last Word Kitara
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Elephant encounters can be tricky
no matter where you are in the
world. A protective matriarch or an
aggressive bull in musth are a few
common scenarios that you have
to handle ethically as a guide, for
your own safety as well as for that
of your guests and the elephant.
Having spent most of my guiding
career in well-established
commercial areas of the greater
Kruger National Park – all having
a fairly high vehicle density – I’ve
seen these scenarios present
themselves every so often and,
in most cases, they have been
handled ethically. The majority
of elephant encounters have
remained undisturbed; however,
during my time in the northern
Klaserie, I have documented
behaviour that I’ve never
personally encountered before.

S

tudying and
understanding
animal
behaviour has
been a great passion
of mine for several
years now, and more so
the study of elephant
behaviour. Having been
fortunate enough to call
the remote northern
Klaserie home for the
last six months, I have
begun to understand
and appreciate certain
situations with these
incredible animals like
never before in my
guiding career.
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For example, being followed (not
charged) by a breeding herd for
over a kilometre. In one case, a
matriarch giving me a full charge
without warning.
According to experts, it is very
uncommon to be given this
treatment by a seemingly happy
elephant in the greater Kruger
National Park and I could not help
but ask myself why it happened to
me. Was I doing something wrong
or had I been doing something
wrong for all these years? After
being fairly confident with elephant
encounters, this came as quite
a curve ball. I kept asking myself
why there was this change in the
elephant behaviour I was seeing
and did some research.
I found that there are a number
of contributing factors, such as

seasonal change and water abundance
in a given area that would contribute to a
change in behaviour. This year has been
very productive with regards to nutrientrich vegetation and rainfall in the Klaserie.
After days of research and multiple
conversations with old mentors, we
realised that it has everything to do with
association. Even though these animals
have traversed these areas for many
years, the fact that the northern Klaserie
specifically has not had as much vehicle
activity as other regions of the Greater
Kruger has played a massive role in the
elephant behaviour. We can assume they
do not associate this area with a lot of
vehicle movement, so their reactions will
be completely different.
Over time, the elephants that pass
through this area will adapt to new
movements in the north and become
more comfortable. I look forward to
documenting more in the months to
come, as I have already seen some
miraculous behaviour.
What I have learned over the last couple
of months is that a respectful distance
for one animal is not necessarily a
respectful distance for the next.
Never get complacent
or underestimate
this incredibly
intelligent
species!
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LIFE IN THE

WILD
CONTINUES
Words Gemma Thomas

A

s winter approached, the
Klaserie landscape was starting
to transition from green to gold,
but some late rains prolonged
the vibrancy of summer. The waterholes
had a refill, the bush had a boost, and the
Klaserie has been bustling with life.
Klaserie South is quieter than usual
given the nationwide lockdown and the
consequential lack of guests; however, life
in the wild continues and it is business as
usual for the big cats, birds, beetles and
everything in between. Lately, in lockdown,
the Vuyelas have taken centre stage. This
coalition consists of five male lions, who
are trailed by a young female, presumed

to be their sister. They have been trying
to forge a territory and have been both
vocalising and scent-marking. While they
do cross over into the neighbouring
Timbavati, they always seem to come
back to this area. Their frequency on the
reserve suggests that they might live up to
their name, meaning “The Return”.
The female with them is locally known as
Tika, meaning “Brave”. She has a testing
time ahead as the males start to become
more interested in mating with her. In
the last few sightings, tensions have been
rising and she’s been seen fighting them
off on more than one occasion.

© Gemma Thomas
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The cheetah might be Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve’s emblem, but it is a cat not often seen in the
south. However, two males who are so big they were
almost mistaken for lions have been seen roaming
this part of the reserve hunting young impala – very
successfully, it seems. Bellies bulging, the duo recently
spent a few lazy days wandering our traverse.
An impressive pack of wild dogs, made up of more
than 30 individuals were first found in a thick mopane
block, escaping the heat of the day, with numerous
hyenas hanging around on the periphery. Hyenas
often trail wild dogs, but in this sighting, there were
over half a dozen that followed their every footstep.
Once the pack got active, the trail was on. Wild dogs
are efficient hunters and don’t take long to finish a kill,
especially when it’s pulled between a pack this size.
The hyenas have to be quick, but in this case they
weren’t quick enough as the dogs took down a small
antelope in the block before trotting off to Jason’s Dam
to drink. Lined up in unison, the dogs quenched their
thirst just before sundown.

© Juan Carlos Alonso

The wild dogs are often seen on the tar road, and this
time – at the very last moment of golden light –
it made for a spectacular sunset with silhouettes of
the dogs heading towards the Drakensberg in the
background.
It’s been a busy wet season with memorable sightings
throughout and we are grateful for the late rain.
The next quarter will see the bush thinning out, and
the iridescent shades fade to gold, giving us a new
perspective on our home in the wilderness. We’re
looking forward to watching the changing of the
seasons, and welcoming winter to the Klaserie, with all
the new animal encounters that it will bring.

© Gemma Thomas
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Legacy for
thefuture

Words Catharina Robbertze| Photos Sabrina Chielens
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co Children is proud to announce a new headline
sponsor of Eco Villages: The Legacy Experience
Foundation. The Legacy Experience Foundation is
passionate about and committed to fighting wildlife
crime in South Africa, in particular rhino poaching. Those
intimately involved in the fight against poaching have
confirmed that community education and poverty alleviation
yield the best results.
That’s where Eco Children comes in. Corné Havenga, CEO
of Eco Children, explains: “At Eco Children, we champion
community-led conservation and education programmes, so
people living near rhinos are inspired to protect wildlife and
feel a sense of ownership for their natural heritage. Instead
of resorting to criminal activities such as poaching to provide
for their families.”
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Bursary candidates are identified at Eco Villages of adopted schools. These learners
are academically talented and show great promise but due to the burdens placed on
them by poverty, they are unable to reach their full potential. The Eco Children Bursary
Programme helps these learners by giving them access to a quality education at
Southern Cross Schools (another bursary partner) and removing the stresses of poverty.
Havenga explained: “For South Africa to continue to develop and grow economically,
we need to develop more leaders from a variety of cultural, religious and racial
backgrounds, allowing them to create a brighter future for themselves and ultimately
for their country. The ultimate objective of the bursary programme is to develop wellrounded, well-educated young adults with a strong sense of community and a desire
to give back to society. While we give these talented youngsters the opportunity to
lift themselves up through access to quality education, we also aim to develop their
sense of social responsibility. Youth social responsibility involves developing a sense
of commitment toward the community. This translates into an appreciation of the
community, the environment, and participation in social and political processes.”

Eco Village sponsorship
The Legacy Experience Foundation will be the main
sponsor of Eco Children’s Eco Village project, supporting
the drive to establish sustainable vegetable gardens at
schools to supplement feeding schemes and improve the
level of education in the area. Further to this, they will also
be contributing to the organisation’s bursary programme
where talented learners are identified and allocated
bursaries in order to reach their true potential and one
day return to their communities as adults to improve
quality of life in the area.
Havenga elaborated on why the partnership is such a
good one: “We work with primary schools in the area,
helping them better their infrastructure and the overall
teaching conditions, in order to improve education in
the area and empower learners to break the cycle of
poverty they have been born into. While doing this, we
bring a strong environmental angle to learners’ education.
Because of their location, the children we work with can
identify with the conservation lessons we teach. We have
not only seen a change in behaviour from these children,
but also in the rest of the community – as the children
come to appreciate the natural beauty surrounding them
and influence their elders to do the same.”
“We focus on empowering these youngsters with
knowledge to help them make better decisions. Through
education, we aim to create agents of change. Agents who
do not only absorb the message of anti-poaching but also
pass it on to other children and adults. By establishing an
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awareness of the importance of conservation as well as
the benefits that the Kruger National Park can hold in the
long-term for the community, we are developing one of
the most effective defence mechanisms in the fight against
poaching: The buy-in from communities living right next to
the Park to defend our natural heritage and not exploit it,”
she concluded.
Thanks to The Legacy Experience Foundation’s support,
another Eco Village will be established this year, bringing
the total number of schools currently supported to
seven. Eco Villages consist of a large vegetable garden
that demonstrates to learners the principles of food
production and sustainability and contributes to the
school feeding scheme. The Eco Village also includes a
renovated classroom at the school where Eco Children
staff present conservation-based lessons. “It is during
these lessons that we plant the seeds of change to
empower learners to take up the fight against poaching.
We focus on teaching learners about the importance of
conservation and the long-term benefits of tourism for
the community. With this knowledge we aim to give them
the tools to make better decisions and influence their
communities to do the same,” said Havenga.

Derek Macaskill from The Legacy Experience Foundation was overjoyed with the
new partnership and said they are looking forward to working with Eco Children. He
commented: “In keeping with our philosophy of ‘Doing Good Things With Great People’
we are delighted to be working with Corné and the Eco Children team and look forward
to a mutually beneficial relationship in
the years to come. Through community
initiatives such as this we hope to have
a positive and sustainable influence on
socio-economic development, education,
environmental awareness and stewardship
programmes in the communities bordering
the Kruger National Park.”

children

Bursary sponsorship
The support of the bursary programme is as important in
the fight against poaching as this is where Eco Children’s
focus shifts from purely educational to empowering
talented learners to escape the cycle of poverty, give back
to, and influence their communities.
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#Walking
4Hope
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n 28 April, during the Covid-19
lockdown, wilderness trails
guides, Bruce Lawson and Sean
Pattrick, set off on foot almost
700km from one another, united by the
idea of raising funds to help feed those
facing hunger during lockdown. Both
(bearded) men committed to carrying
18kg backpacks and walking 50km per day
for three consecutive days to raise these
funds, and due to lockdown restrictions,
the distances would have to be walked in
their own gardens!

Words Chloë Cooper

© Kevin Maclaughlin
The idea quickly inspired fellow guides and friends,
Casey Bennett, Natali Arn, and Daniela Mates, who
put their heads together to establish the Tshembo
Africa Foundation. The foundation would facilitate
the donations received from sponsors and ultimately
grow this two-man initiative into a global participation
walkathon that would raise over R800,000 for the
Hlokomela Herb Garden.

© Kevin Maclaughlin

“In the end, almost
17,000km were
walked and over
R800,000 was
raised!”
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Bruce, a widely recognised and celebrated wilderness
expert, has walked from Cape Town to (almost) Cairo
once before and has racked up 19,600km walking
wilderness trails so far in his life. When #walking4hope
gained momentum, there was just no stopping him, and
he ultimately walked no less than 1,000 km in just 20
consecutive days. This incredible physical feat left Bruce’s
body in need of some much-deserved rest, but his
spirits remained extraordinarily high throughout, and he
continued to support those who walked alongside him.
More and more members of the trails guiding community
started pledging to walk their own 150km, in true “backup” spirit. Trails guides around the world joined in to
support their mentors, all driven by the common love and
appreciation of the wild African bush and the desire to
help people affected by the loss of work and income.
The enormous demonstration of community spirit was
shared with the fast-growing following on Tshembo
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Africa’s Facebook and Instagram pages where videos from
walkers in Sri Lanka, Sweden, Belgium, Australia, Egypt
and the USA (to mention but a few) kept the energy going
strong. During the walk, Bruce made an appearance on
the national news and sat for a number of interviews and
video updates on Instagram Live.
Over the course of six weeks, #walking4hope saw more
than 200 participants walk in 20 different countries,
united by their passion for Africa’s wide-open spaces and
their determination to help those in need. In the end, over
14,000km were walked and over half a million Rand was
raised!
Tshembo Africa and Hlokomela reached out to Eco
Children to help identify and reach the most vulnerable
children in the surrounding communities. Through the
collaboration, 200 fresh food parcels, 200 big bags of
mielie meal, and 200 packages of essential items for
households in need were delivered.
Just when it looked like the good vibes couldn’t get
any better, the team at Hlokomela decided to join the
movement in an act of gratitude for all the sponsorships
received. The team collectively decided to walk 1,000 km
in solidarity with Bruce and all 200 participants of this

incredible, local initiative to support those who needed it
the most during the unprecedented era of Covid-19.
Casey Bennett from the Tshembo Africa Foundation
explained why so many people were inspired to join
this initiative and make a real difference to the lives of
so many people: “This is a place that touches the hearts
of so many. To be barefoot and ground yourself with
sand between your toes in the presence of magnificent
gentle giants, to feel the vibrations of a lion’s roar deep in
the core of your being. The sound of the morning dawn
chorus and whistling kettle upon the fire as you wake
from a night’s slumber underneath the vast sheet of
twinkling stars. These are the things that make this place
so special and everyone who took part had this in mind as
they did their part for the people who live in the area.”
Bruce, while achieving this incredible feat, insisted that his
teammates are in fact the true heroes: “A good lead would
never leave a back-up in the field, which is why I pledged
to continue walking alongside all those who had taken the
baton. But the biggest thanks have to go to our HQ team.
Daniela, Casey, and Natali put this whole thing together
and have kept it going. They are the true champions; they
have raised the money. All we did was walk!”

© Sabrina Chielens

© Sabrina Chielens
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R

GRADE
VOLUNTEER

PROGRAMME
Words and photos Sabrina Chielens

A

group of 32 volunteers and chaperones from Simunye Project in the USA visited an Eco
Children adopted school in March this year to spend two days with grade R learners at
the school. What a highlight this was before we entered lockdown: Two days filled with
educational fun and learning, building relationships and lasting memories.

75 grade R learners kept the volunteers busy throughout their visit, with the support of four Eco
Children staff members and local volunteers and teachers. The learners and volunteers were divided
into four groups, with one Eco Children staff member and a local teacher joining each group for
their activities. The local teacher was not only there to translate but also to learn new activities and
educational approaches.
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For the two days, these groups stayed together as they
moved from one activity to the next – learning and
having fun all the way. Each day started and ended with
a song: “I am so happy”, to get everyone excited about
the day ahead and end on a positive, high-energy note.
Activities ranged from outdoor games with an obstacle
course, ball games and parachute games; to story time,
early mathematical challenges and building puzzles; to
art activities, and board games. A highlight for everyone
was decorating cookies and, of course, getting to eat the
cookies afterwards. It’s not often that one sees so much
focus in a classroom filled with grade R learners!
All learners received lunch on both days and got to go
home with souvenirs that they decorated during the
activities.

COMMUNITY

It was lovely to have such a positive and successful
volunteer experience before we went into lockdown.
We can’t wait to continue with this work when schools reopen and we can work in our communities again!

“ A highlight for everyone was
decorating cookies and, of
course, getting to eat the cookies
afterwards.”

Debriefing with the volunteers at the end of
each day was immensely valuable as we
could implement what we learnt on
the first day when we returned for
day 2, but we will also use these
insights to improve our volunteer
sessions in future. These sessions
were incredibly positive and
great ideas were exchanged
between volunteers and the
Eco Children staff.
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Four young men in Mpumalanga share their fears,
frustrations and ambitions as they document life in lockdown
through their photography.

“T

aking photos has made me see how powerfully an
image can speak the unsaid fears and anger in people’s
lives,” says Wisani Ngwenya (20), from Ludlow Village in
Mpumalanga.

Ngwenya is part of a group of young photographers who have been
spending lockdown longing for freedom, but obeying the rules. He’s been
taking photos to pass the time, but also to document the world as he’s
experiencing it right now.
“Lockdown is affecting me so much mentally. I’m worrying about friends
and families who are suffering. People are most afraid of dying of hunger
not the virus,” he says. “All they need most is to get their lives back and
live the way they used to. But I know we have to be responsible, stay
indoors.”

Looking

It’s a time of frustration and uncertainty for Ngwenya and his friends
Rifumo Mathebula (23), Rivoni Mkansi (20) and Vusi Mathe (21). The
four of them are all graduates of Wild Shots Outreach (WSO), an NPO
that supports young South Africans from disadvantaged communities
in accessing their wildlife heritage and developing employment skills in
wildlife and tourism through photography.

OUT
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Words Dianne Tipping-Woods
Article as published in the Sunday Times on 3 May 2020

Supported by Wild Shots Outreach, Ngwenya had just begun to study
film-making at Afda in Johannesburg, while his friends began working
with Conservation South Africa through the Yes4Youth scheme, under
the mentorship of Mike Kendrick, who founded and runs WSO.
Since the programme began in November 2015, WSO has run 72
programmes with 620 student graduates. One of them, Neville Ngomane
(20), a WSO graduate from 2018, was awarded “Young Environmental
Photographer of the Year” in 2019 for his image of a rhino dehorning
titled “Desperate Measures”. WSO was awarded the SANParks Kudu
Award in November 2017 for “Environmental Education and Capacity
Building”.

© Rivoni Mkansi
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While WSO is about getting young people to engage with
their natural heritage through photography, “it’s grown
into something more – including giving young people a
voice and a medium through which to tell their stories,”
says Kendrick. He’s been working with the photographers
during lockdown to keep them motivated through a series
of photo challenges with a variety of suitable themes, using
cameras donated by WSO.
“I see my students develop a sense of pride – pride in
their photos and then pride in themselves and their
other achievements. Their images are different, thoughtprovoking and inspiring,” says Kendrick.
Mkansi’s favourite image is the black and white photo of a
man staring out the window with a look of intense longing.
“It shows how the pandemic affects people physically and
emotionally. And the power [photography] has to talk for
the voiceless,” he says.
Mathe’s favourite image has a similar theme. It’s a powerful
black and white shot of a young shirtless man staring
outside through the window. “This image expresses exactly
how I feel. I’m always wondering when this will all be over,
and we will be able to go out again without fear of getting
the virus.”

© Rivoni Mkansi
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Technically, the images use composition, depth of
field, focal points – all the elements of documentary
photography – to create a sense of place and convey
feeling.

A Unique Bushman Tracker Experience

8-11 June
2020

Book your
spot now

M!a glae
loh !uh

(let's go tracking)

“Having my camera in this lockdown made a very huge
difference because I am able to take pictures showing
what is happening in this lockdown and tell the story to
my friends through social media,” says Mathebula. “It
has made me think about photography differently. In my
images I was trying to tell the world how everyone feels
and get affected with this lockdown. I don't just take an
image for beauty or to show off, but I take an image with
the purpose of telling a very unique story to the whole
world.”
For more information on WSO visit:
wildshotsoutreach.org

© Wisani Ngwenya

Spend 3 nights on the Grietjie and Doreen sections of
the Balule Nature Reserve.
Accompany four of the last remaining indigenous San Master Trackers
from the Kalahari - they are the Ju/'hoansi; stars of the film

"The Gods must be Crazy"
For more information
phone 083 286 8281 or
email ian@antares.co.za

www.https://antares.co.za/A Unique Bushman Tracker Experience
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Eco Children fights

LOCKDOWN HUNGER
Words Catharina Robbertze| Photos Sabrina Chielens

Since the start of lockdown, Eco Children has distributed over 2 000 food parcels to families in the
local community who are unable to put food on the table during this time. It’s been a team effort
between office staff, on-the-ground staff, and the organisation’s loyal supporters to make this
happen. As the need continues to grow due to rising unemployment and schools not fully open yet,
the drive to put food in hungry children’s tummies continues.

O
“ When the lockdown came into effect, the
feeding schemes also ground to a halt and
these children were stranded at home
without any food.”

n 15 March, President Cyril Ramaphosa
declared a national state of disaster
in South Africa due to the Covid-19
pandemic. The country was placed
under lockdown as international borders were
closed, events were cancelled, and all schools,
universities and thousands of businesses closed
their doors.
The economic effects of the lockdown have been
devastating, with many businesses shutting down
permanently and thousands of people losing
their jobs. Some economic sectors, like the events
industry and the tourism sector, have been hit
particularly hard and still have no prospects of reopening their doors any time soon.
School feeding schemes suspended
One of the major concerns sprouting from
the lockdown was the suspension of feeding
schemes at schools across South Africa. Of the
13 million school-going children in South Africa,
approximately 9 million receive a free meal at their
school every day. Locally, almost all of the schools
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distribute over 2 000 food parcels to families in need during lockdown. “We were
overwhelmed by the support from the public. We received donations from all
over the world, from individuals and organisations alike, and formed valuable
partnerships with local organisations to further increase our reach,” she said.
All handouts took place with strict social distancing measures in place and fresh
vegetables from Eco Gardens at local schools were used to supplement the
dry food parcels. The feedback from recipients of the food parcels have been
overwhelming, with families and school principals sending messages of thanks to
Eco Children and those who donated to the drive. One such message read: "From
the bottom of our hearts and souls we want to appreciate the gesture of good will
for such a big hand. We really are grateful for thinking about our needy children
and their households. Words are not enough to say we thank you and your
wonderful team. Be blessed going forward."
in the Bushbuckridge area are non-fee-paying schools
and therefore form part of government’s feeding
scheme. For many of the learners in these schools, this
is the only meal they have all day. When the lockdown
came into effect, the feeding schemes also ground to a
halt and these children were stranded at home without
any food.
Eco Children works closely with various schools in the
area to supplement their feeding schemes with fresh
produce and, when lockdown kicked in they knew they
were going to have to support those families who are
dependent on the school feeding schemes to feed their
children. Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children explains
they kicked off the drive to help these families put food
on the table when the lockdown was announced. “We
know many of the families with learners in our adopted
schools depend on the daily lunch for their children
in order to make ends meet, so when it became
apparent that the school feeding scheme wasn’t going
to continue during lockdown, we sent out a call to
action to our supporters to help us feed these hungry
families,” she said.
Support from everywhere
Thanks to all the donations received from individuals
and organisations, Eco Children was able to
074 Winter 2020

Going forward
“As the country slowly re-opens, more children go back to school, and school
feeding schemes start operating again, the need for food parcels is diminishing
but we’re not out of the woods yet,” said Havenga. “The vast majority of people in
this area work in the tourism sector and hundreds of people have lost their jobs
due to the lockdown. While we will return to our regular activities at schools in due
course, we need to keep supporting those families who have lost all income during
this time. We cannot ignore the fact that many families are worse off now than they
were at the beginning of the year,” she concluded.
If you would like to get involved in the drive to keep vulnerable children and
families fed and can contribute to supporting a family, please contact Havenga at
corne@ecochildren.co.za.

Thank you to the following organisations for their support during
lockdown
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve
Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve Members
Bateleur’s Nest
The Last Word Kitara
Ivory Wilderness
Simunye – Australia
Makumu

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary Oppenheimer and
Daughters Foundation
Hlokomela
Santa Shoebox Project
Tshembo Africa Foundation
HCI Foundation (The
Lunchbox Fund)
All individual donors across
the world
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Books needed!
W

Words Catharina Robbertze| Photo Sabrina Chielens

hile 2020 will be
remembered by
most for the Covid-19
pandemic, two local
schools will also remember it
as the year where they received
their very own libraries. Eco
Children is currently working on
the establishment of libraries at
Mapalane and Kgwaditiba Primary
Schools and construction is set to be
completed at both schools before the
end of the year.
According to Corné Havenga, CEO
of Eco Children, the organisation
decided a few years ago to focus on
improving literacy in the area when it
became apparent just how far behind
South African learners are, compared
to the rest of the world. “The most
recent Progress in International
© Kevin Maclaughlin
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Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) report
showed that 78% of South African
learners in grade 4 cannot read
for meaning. This is an extremely
concerning statistic and we absolutely
must do what we can to try and
address this issue,” she said.
However, she goes on to explain
that it’s not just a matter of building
a library, filling it with books and
moving on. “Eco Children has
committed to filling the shelves of all
the school libraries we are building
with age-appropriate books and
actively working with the learners
and staff in order to instil a healthy
reading culture at the schools,”
said Havenga. “We are doing this by
implementing reading programmes
at the schools and encouraging
reading whenever we can,” she

continued.
The completion of these two libraries
will bring the total number of
libraries established in the area by
Eco Children to six and, for now, the
immediate need is age-appropriate
books to fill these shelves. “We need
thousands of books to get another
step closer to improving literacy in
the area. This is an ongoing project
and one that is having an immensely
positive impact on learners and
teachers. We are asking everyone
who can donate, whether it’s one,
ten or 100 children’s books, to please
get in touch. You can make a lifelong
difference in a child’s life with the
right book, this is your chance to
make it happen,” said Havenga.
Please get in touch with
Celia van der Merwe at
projects@ecochildren.co.za
regarding any possible book
donations.
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Leading supplier of Zero VOC
Non Toxic paints in South Africa.

JOHAN
MARAIS
Saving the Survivors
F

Words Chloë Cooper | Photos Supplied by Johan Marais

rom treating the horrific
poaching-related injuries
inflicted on rhino, to
mitigating human-wildlife
conflict in rural Mozambique,
Johan Marais and his team
at Saving the Survivors have
served the wildlife world since
2012. Long before answering
this call to help save wounded
rhino, Johan was the son of
a game ranger growing up in
Etosha National Park, and then
a student at South Africa’s
prestigious Onderstepoort
Veterinary School. The focus of
his career has spanned across
the equine field, authorship, and
photography.

078 304 2034 | lizelle@paintsmiths.co.za
www.paintsmiths.co.za

EXPLORE WITH US
OUR GUIDES ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT SHARING THEIR
EXCEPTIONAL LOCAL AND REGIONAL KNOWLEDGE WITH
OUR CLIENTS AND TO ENSURE YOUR EXPERIENCE IS MEMORABLE.

SABLE TOURS
Est. 2006

+27 15 793 0802
RES@SABLETOURS.CO.ZA
HOEDSPRUIT
LIMPOPO
SOUTH AFRICA

Q: YOU’RE A VETERINARIAN,
A PHOTOGRAPHER, AND AN
AUTHOR… IN WHAT ORDER?
JM: In that order – veterinarian,
photographer and then author.
Q: YOUR VETERINARY CAREER
ORIGINATED IN THE EQUINE
FIELD. WHAT CATALYSED THE
CHANGE FROM HORSES TO
RHINO AND ELEPHANT?
JM: During my last six years
at Onderstepoort we started
working on wildlife a lot because
of the “boom” in the wildlife
industry. I quite enjoyed the
challenge, as you have to think
completely out of the box when
treating fractures, wounds etc.

WWW.SABLETOURS.CO.ZA
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You can’t keep the animals in
a stable condition afterwards
and change your dressings or
bandages daily, so it forces
you to come up with new and
innovative ways to treat these
animals. To see the success
thereof was quite rewarding.
Then I got the chance to work
on our very first rhino survivor,
Hope in 2015, and that opened
up a completely new sphere
of terrible, challenging injuries.
Also, rhino are such incredible
animals to work on, so I really
enjoyed this new, amazing
opportunity.
Q: HAVE YOU ALWAYS BEEN
PASSIONATE ABOUT ANIMALS,
AND DID YOU ALWAYS KNOW
YOU WOULD BE A VET?
JM: I partly grew up in Etosha
National Park, where my father
was a game ranger, and those
experiences had a great impact
on me as a youngster. I clearly
remember my father looking
after black rhino in a boma, and
me getting to “ride” on a tame
white rhino. My brother and I
fed orphaned lion cubs and we
played on the vast expanse of
the Etosha Pan. When my father

asked me at the age of seven
what I want to be, the answer
was undoubtedly: A game
ranger, like him. He, however,
steered me in the direction of
veterinarian, and I have never
been sorry.
Q: HOW DID SAVING THE
SURVIVORS START?
JM: Saving the Survivors started
in 2012 after we realised that
something needed to be done
to try and save some of the
rhino that survived attacks. The
reason was twofold. Firstly, most
of the injuries were so severe
that it took several months or
even years to heal with the
appropriate treatment, and one
couldn’t expect owners to pay
for that. Secondly, believe it or
not, there is almost no scientific
information out there on the

“ We were really surprised
to see how rhino with
severe facial injuries could
survive.”
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rhino, except for anatomical
knowledge of the reproductive
system and the fact that the horn
is made of keratin. We sought
to better understand and more
effectively treat the injured rhino
we encounter through poaching.
Our research indicates that there
are important differences in drugs
like antibiotics and painkillers that
we use on rhino. Our research
on head and forelimbs seeks to
better understand the anatomy
in the region where rhino are
commonly shot or injured.
We need to know what lies
underneath the skin and what
we have found is exceptional and
awe-inspiring. The rhino is like
no other animal on earth. We are
continuing with the hindlimbs this
year.
Q: HOW MANY RHINO HAVE
SURVIVED?
JM: We have treated countless
survivors who have made it, but
in the early years we had many
that did not. Nevertheless, it
was important to try and treat
most injuries, so that we could
establish how they would react
to treatment. We were really
surprised to see how rhino with
severe facial injuries could survive.
Nowadays, we still have rhino
that sadly don’t survive, but at
least we know which injuries are
treatable and which are not. What
is important is that these injuries
are treated correctly from the
beginning to give the rhino the
best chance of survival.
Q: TELL US ABOUT YOUR WORK
IN MOZAMBIQUE. WHAT IS
THE FOCUS OF SAVING THE
SURVIVORS THERE?
JM: We now have two
veterinarians that are servicing
the whole of Mozambique,
which includes all the protected
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areas and areas outside of
reserves. Our vets’ focus is on
translocations, human-wildlife
conflict, collaring, and the
treatment of snared animals.
Our work with humanwildlife conflict is important
because there is a lot of
dangerous wildlife roaming
outside protected areas
where they come into contact
with people. Our vets assist
these communities by either
translocating the elephant,
buffalo, or lion to a protected
area, or collaring them so
that everyone can track their
location. Most recently we have
been sponsoring kits to try and
discourage elephants to raid
crops. A fair amount of snaring
is still evident throughout
Mozambique, so our vets get
called out routinely to treat
primarily elephant and lion.

the numbers in isolation, but to
express the amount of rhino as a
percentage of the population of
rhino left in South Africa. It is clear
that we do not nearly have the
number of rhino that we had back
in 2008. If we look at the number
of rhino we have lost since 2012,
it is clear that our white rhino
population is in trouble. Even
worse is that it is expected of
rhino owners to keep paying for
the security costs out of their own
pocket, with no real income. That,
unfortunately, is not sustainable,
and we will have to find solutions
soon to benefit these owners to
be able to keep rhino and look
after them.

We work with other NGOs
like Elephants Alive and
Peace Parks Foundation to
collar elephants and other
animals in different locations
in Mozambique. This allows
researchers and managers to
collect baseline data like home
range sizes, daily movements,
behavioural data and even diet.
This information has proven
vital to the conservation and
management of the different
species in national parks and
other conservation areas.
Q: A DOWNWARD TREND IN
RHINO POACHING STATISTICS
HAS EMERGED OVER THE LAST
TWO YEARS. ARE WE FINALLY
MAKING HEADWAY IN THIS
BATTLE, AND DO YOU THINK
IT’S ENOUGH TO CHANGE THE
FUTURE OF THE RHINO?
JM: There has definitely been a
downward trend in the number
of rhino poached. However, it
is important not only to look at
Winter 2020 081
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Q: WHAT GIVES YOU HOPE AND
THE WILL TO CONTINUE DESPITE
SEEING SUCH TRAGEDY?
JM: Myself and several other
veterinarians, as well as owners,
have seen some of the most
severe and brutal injuries in
rhino, especially. The indifference,
callousness and contempt that so
many people exhibit towards our
wildlife leaves you with emotional
scars that we sometimes find
difficult to deal with.
However, most of the important
things in the world have been
accomplished by people who
have kept on trying when there
seemed to be no hope at all. We
as veterinarians have the ability
to assist in relieving the pain
and suffering that is inflicted
on these animals, and we have
the compassion to treat and
heal these animals. With those
combined, we can and will make a
difference.
Q: WHO ARE YOU OUTSIDE OF
YOUR ROLE DEDICATED TO THE
RESCUE OF INJURED WILDLIFE?
JM: I love to travel Africa and
to visit all of the amazing and
stunning parks and reserves
of this great continent. I have
a particularly great passion for
the great tusker elephants, and
I love tracking them on foot and
photographing them in wild
places. I have written two coffee
table books on them and am
currently busy with a third and
final one on the great tuskers of
Africa.
Q: HOW CAN OUR READERS
SUPPORT SAVING THE
SURVIVORS?
JM: Donations are the greatest
help to us and allow us to perform
the emergency work we do. It is
often the easiest way to receive
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support from afar. We are a
registered PBO company, which
means that donors may claim
their donations back from tax.
If any of the readers would like
to show their support through
a donation, please use the
following banking details. Thank
you!

Account name: Saving the Survivors NPC
Bank: First National Bank
Branch code: 251045
Account number: 62578499751
Reference: Your name

“ However, most of the important things
in the world have been accomplished by
people who have kept on trying when
there seemed to be no hope at all.”
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